Master Naturalist Advanced Training
Book & Movie Option

We are offering book and movie advanced training options for 2012.

- You may read a **book** from the approved list that will count for 2 hours of Advanced Training per book, 2 book maximum.
- You may watch a **nature documentary or movie** that will count for 1 hour of Advanced Training per movie, 2 movie maximum.

**Books**

- Aldo Leopold – *A Sand County Almanac*
- Charles Darwin - *The Origin of Species*
- David Beerling - *The Emerald Planet*
- Edward O. Wilson - *The Future of Life*
- Jane Goodall - *In the Shadow of Man*
- John McPhee - *Basin and Range*
- John Muir – any of his writings or biographies
- Joseph Cornell – *Sharing Nature with Children*
- Marie Read - *Secret Lives of Common Birds: Enjoying Bird Behavior through the Seasons*
- Mark Kurlansky - *Cod*
- Mark Kurlansky - *Salt: A World History*
- Nick Lane - *Oxygen*
- Rachel Carson – *Silent Spring*
- Richard B. Alley - *Earth, the Operator’s Manual*
- Richard Louv – *Last Child in the Woods*
- Ted Cable – any of his books on interpretation

**Movies**

*Strange Days on Planet Earth*  (Tonya has these available for check out)

DVD 1 (1 hr credit) – “Invaders” & “The One Degree Factor”
DVD 2 (1 hr credit) – “Predators” & “Troubled Waters”

*Planet Earth*  (Tonya has these available for check out)

DVD 1 (1 hr credit) – “From Pole to Pole,” “Mountains” & “Fresh Water”
DVD 2 (1hr credit) – “Caves,” Deserts” & “Ice Worlds”
DVD 3 (1 hr credit) – “Great Plains,” “Jungles” & “Shallow Seas”
DVD 4 (1hr credit) – “Seasonal Forests” & “Ocean Deep”
DVD 5 (1hr credit) – “Saving Species,” Into the Wilderness” & “Living Together”

The Life Series by David Attenborough – any of the episodes

If you have a book or movie that is not listed, please ask Mary (mclark@hutchrec.com) or Tonya (tonyab@ksu.edu) for approval.